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FROM 1962...

The contracting history of Luigi Pedrini began in 1962, when 
PEDRINI was founded and started repairing the machine for 
marble blocks cutting and producing spare parts.

In the following years the deep knowledge of the stone sector 
and the experience achieved led Luigi Pedrini to start the first 
“revolution” in the marble field: the industrialization of his up to 
then artisanal production.

Smart solutions spring from our deeply 
technological soul, developing a new concept 
of manufacturing, more flexible, more efficient, 
more connected.
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... NOWADAYS

In the present and in the future, PEDRINI will continue to grow 
and improve the efficiency and production capacity 
of its machines, innovating by investing in research 
and new technologies. 
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This picture hanging in the agora 
of our company shows PEDRINI 
soul and history with its founder 
big eyes constantly looking 
at you, the great mountain 
representing the natural stone, 

PEDRINI technologies and its 
relevant finished products, 
the whole world with Mr. Luigi 
Pedrini’s profile, secretly repeated 
5 times, confirming his discreet 
character and finally the sinuous 

movements of  the colors, flowers 
and waves, going everywhere 
such as PEDRINI did following the 
progress flow.

1962, a man looked at the great mountain promising himself 
that he would keep on looking for systems to process the 
Natural Stone without affecting it.

PEDRINI company, which has always used technologies with 
diamond tools, allowed the whole world to bring a natural 
stone product into any home living in full harmony.

After many years this great man, who had traveled across 
the five continents, came back in front of the big mountain, 
proud to have realized his dream and grateful for the 
magnificent and unique colors that the mountain 
made him discover.
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PEDRINI is an international leader in the manufacturing of 
machines for the processing of natural stone, designing and 
supplying complete plants with 58 years of experience in the 
stone field.

Machines and systems for every need carry the PEDRINI brand 
in all the countries of the world: from Europe to Asia, to the 
Americas, Oceania and Africa.

“I saw a man looking at 
the mountains... he was my father”

Giambattista Pedrini
CEO
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PEDRINI headquarter covers a high efficiency area of over 
30.000 m². 

In 2018, with the restyling of the corporate offices aimed to 
improve the company premises from a functional point of view, 
PEDRINI has enhanced the existing features by creating a more 
coherent image with its brand.

Tenacity, enthusiasm for work, research and technology make 
PEDRINI a reliable partner able to meet the real requirements 
of new plants with solutions of high innovative content. 

Passion, technology, innovation are in our DNA
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A great team, 
for high production achievements

The experience achieved through the continuous investments 
in technology, research and human resources have enabled 
PEDRINI to propose itself as a valid reference point on 
the worldwide market.

A sales organization formed by 8 area managers and 60 
agents operating all over the world, ensures the consulting 
service, the technical/sales assistance and after-sales service 
in a constant and professional way. 
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Engineering 
and Software 
Department
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The technical department is composed of 20 engineers and 
specialized technicians operating with the most advanced 
instruments and software for mechanic and electronic design.

Owning a PEDRINI machine allows each customer to 
get several exclusive services meeting the most specific 
requirements. The customer’s order activates a process 
following the product life, from the initial order to the After 
Sales service.

The Engineering Department through the most updated CAD 
systems evaluates the customer’s requirements and prepares 
a customized system proposal considering the space/operator 
factors.

A team of skilled technicians 
always by your side

 Engineering and Software Department COMPANY PROFILE
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The latest news is the recent introduction of the Siemens 
Digital Twin software that is a virtual representation of a 
physical product or process, used to understand and predict 
the physical counterpart’s performance characteristics. 

Digital Twins are used throughout the product lifecycle to 
simulate, predict, and optimize the product and production 
system before investing in physical prototypes and assets.

Digital Twin.
The simulation which allows a tailored “layout” 
of your production process.

 Engineering and Software Department COMPANY PROFILE
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Mechanical 
Parts Machining
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PEDRINI technology reliability lies 
in the care for its mechanical components.

The machining of large dimension mechanical parts of natural 
stone processing machinery is performed at Novamech Spa, 
a high-level company of PEDRINI Group, which today is a 
benchmark in the machining field.

Each mechanical component is machined in one sole 
positioning on the big dimension tool machines.

All the structural parts are manufactured in large thickness 
normalized steel work and have undergone structural checks 
with penetrating liquids and ultrasound.

Mechanical parts machining COMPANY PROFILE
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Logistics
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The modern warehouse for the storage of the machinery 
manufacturing parts, has been recently equipped with the 
Modula vertical automatic systems which, in opposition to 
the more traditional shelving, allows for a considerable space 
saving, with a consequent increase in the storage capacity 
of the components and raw materials necessary for our 
production lines.

In this way PEDRINI has a much more immediate and constant 
inventory of components and goods and is able to significantly 
reduce the preparation and transfer times of the products to 
the production department.

Furthermore, warehouse management are more flexible and 
targeted, allowing to better plan the production cycle, making 
it even more efficient.

Our logistics made us more flexible, 
productive and competitive.

Logistics COMPANY PROFILE
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Assembling 
Department
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Large and bright workrooms, equipped for the easy handling 
of big elements, are essential to ensure maximum safety to all 
workers during every stage of machinery manufacturing. 

Careful checks carried out during the assembling stages allow 
to ascertain the mechanisms and the automatisms are in 
compliance with the strict parameters imposed by the in-house 
test.

Wide dimensions and large equipped spaces.
For safety workrooms facilitating the productivity.

Assembling Department COMPANY PROFILE
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Attention to particulars and care for details are among PEDRINI 
peculiar features.

Adequately trained employees arrange and manage machinery 
shipments following and checking, day by day, on-time delivery 
to destination.

Training with expertise and know-how helps to improve 
companies and people work.

Together with its plants delivery, PEDRINI provides training 
for the machinery proper use and maintenance all around the 
world, thanks to its qualified technical staff.

From assembly to shipment up to the training, 
our attention never stops.

Assembling Department COMPANY PROFILE
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Products
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Multiwire machine 
for marble 
and granite
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Multiwire machine for marble

Multiwire machine for granite

Products COMPANY PROFILE
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Multiwire machine for marble and granite 
available with the following diamond wires:

PEDRINI technology offers the possibility to produce
12 mm thickness natural stone slabs.

Cutting accuracy and technological reliability for new 
application opportunities, such as interior and exterior 
claddings, paving, kitchen and bathroom worktops, tables 
and furniture accessories.

Industrial and continuous cutting of natural stone block with

YIELD 53,7m2 x m3

7,3mm  6,3mm  5,3mm  4,3mm

12 mm Thickness slabs 
with 5,3 mm 

diamond wire

Products COMPANY PROFILE
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Marble slabs cutting
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Marble gang saws

Products COMPANY PROFILE
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Calibrating, resining 
and polishing lines 
for slabs
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Calibrating, resining and polishing lines for slabs

Products COMPANY PROFILE
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Polishing lines for slabs

Products COMPANY PROFILE
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Complete plants 
for Modulgranito
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Complete plants for Modulgranito

Products COMPANY PROFILE
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Complete plants 
for Modulmarmo
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Complete plants for Modulmarmo

Products COMPANY PROFILE
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Cutlines and 
Bridge Saws
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Cutlines and bridge saws

Products COMPANY PROFILE
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After-Sales 
Department
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The After-Sales Department
Our flagship.

At PEDRINI, the After-Sales service is considered a real 
partnership with the customer. All the machines equipped 
with internet connection can be linked to the After-Sales 
Department ensuring immediate remote assistance 
to the customer.

The After-Sales department is made up of skilled, efficient and 
easily reachable people: a group of specialized technicians 
who make their know-how and experience available, so that 
PEDRINI machinery can be used at their best, to solve any 
operation problem and to train the customer’s staff. 

After-Sales service means customer care, 
with the maximum attention and availability.

After-Sales Department COMPANY PROFILE
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R&D Centre
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PEDRINI R&D Centre, inaugurated in 2017, is a huge structure 
equipped with modern technologies for the development of 
new projects, in the field of Industry 4.0 as well.

Since its foundation PEDRINI has launched on the market 
many technological innovations that have contributed to the 
growth of the company in the natural stone industry constantly 
searching for new technical solutions aimed at improving the 
quality and reliability of its range of machinery.

Innovation feeds on testing.
That’s why we believe in continuous research.

R&D Centre COMPANY PROFILE
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PEDRINI R&D Centre is providing to customers a significant 
help in the evaluation of their raw materials, carrying out test of 
calibrating, polishing and resining on their stone samples.

As evidence of the continuous search for innovation, PEDRINI 
boasts the filing and holding of about 40 patents.

Steve Jobs

“INNOVATION distinguishes between 

a leader and a follower.”

R&D Centre COMPANY PROFILE
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Industry
4.0
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4.0 PEDRINI processes

PEDRINI Spa has invested resources and know-how for the 
development of its processes by adopting the state-of-the-art 
of the available technologies and implementing a real “digital 
transformation”.

Today, interconnected and integrated processes allow PEDRINI 
to track the information flows and the movement of materials 
for the production management and planning.

It is possible to know, in real time, in which phase the individual 
component that composes the machine or plant is located, to 
act promptly in case of delays in the supply chain, and to plan 
and schedule corrective actions to have a tense flow with the 
goal of combining the concepts of Industry 4.0 with those of 
Lean manufacturing.

Interconnection and traceability.
Communication will be the future 
of the production technology.

4.0 Machines   
       Performances

WORKING TIMES

WORKING PARAMETERS

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

SLAB WEIGHING

TELESERVICE

ABRASIVES CONSUMPTION

RESIN CONSUMPTION

CUTTING FORMULA

DIAGNOSTIC

Industry 4.0 COMPANY PROFILE
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4.0 PEDRINI machines

Today, PEDRINI machines and systems perfectly respond to 
the required functional and operational characteristics of the 
Industry 4.0 evolution.

We have made “smart” machines and systems by equipping 
them with technologies, IoT platforms, intuitive and easy-to-use 
interfaces (HMI). 

Our machines can therefore be integrated with each other and 
interconnected with the customer supervision systems (MES).

Industry 4.0 COMPANY PROFILE
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Assistance and support near your business

www.pedrini.it

After Sales Department

Headquarter

Phone +39 035 953590
Fax +39 035 953561
assistenza@pedrini.it

Pedrini S.p.a. ad Unico Socio
Via delle Fusine, 1
24060 Carobbio degli Angeli
Bergamo - Italia

Phone +39 035 4259111
Fax +39 035 953280
info@pedrini.it

Contacts COMPANY PROFILE
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https://www.pedrini-italia.it/en


SGQ Pedrini certificato / Certified Pedrini QMS

info@pedrini.it

Contacts COMPANY PROFILE
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https://www.youtube.com/user/pedrinispa
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pedrini-s-p-a-ad-unico-socio1/


Passion and tenacity bring ideas to life.
Since 1962 the passion for our work
has allowed us to transform our projects 
into advanced machines and systems for 
the processing of natural stone. 

higH 
passion
inside

www.pedrini.it
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